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About This Game

A bunker evacuated miles below the earth, you were kept frozen and forgotten ... until now. Overhead, a first person game of
exploration, puzzles and terror. survive experiments and mutations in the dark and discover the surface exit. if it still exists.

Synopsis

Hexagon a megacorporation that dominates the pharmaceutical industry, advanced many in their cryogenic experiments on
animals ... but soon they changed level.

You are voluntary for testing, something confidential. But something along the way went wrong. thawed by an emergency
system after 162 years in an unknown subterranean zone that was evacuated for unknown reasons.

Disoriented, you look for the nearest exit, but it will not be easy ... contaminated areas, mutant experiments lurk in the dark until
you discover the secret behind everything.
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Title: Overhead
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Serializefield
Publisher:
Serializefield
Release Date: 15 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2.3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible
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Face Noir is a game that I recommend because:
- it has a good price
- it is a good point & click
- it has adventure
- the graphics are simple but good
- it has a good storyline
- it is decent enough for its price
- it has trading cards

Enjoy!. Better than PUBG and Fornite. This is my first ever review of a game. I like short, fun, platform games that have an old
school feel. This game is fun, I am 44 and like platform games from the 80's this game is a fun little time waster. It can be
frustrating as all get out. The fun little thing is once you get it right, it replays the level showing all your other attempts like a
little auto rolling level run. After the 19th attempt there are quite alot of little ninjas running along. At under a $ well worth the
money.. This game for me, is the Epitomy of Good games. Great gameplay, Great graphics, Great story, Great community,
Great Booty.

If you love immersive pirate experiences, then put down AC4 and play this motherfricker.

Cannot reccomend highly enough. I love this game.. Real bare bones game, that tricks you into thinking it's something more
because of the decent graphics.

Its more like a visual novel with a 3D static hub world to walk around in.

No real interactions with the characters at all, scenes are a black screen with describing text.
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I had a good time playing this game.
- Although the story is very simplistic, its is also interesting and appealing in a relaxing way.
- The processes of map discovery and trading is fun.
- The combat/haggling mechnics are interesting, but underdevelopped. The AI is dumb, so your chances of winning are rarely
dependent on your skill.. I'm really enjoying the tank battles in this game, the A.I is good and the replay value is decent due to
regenerated maps & mission scenarios.

Overall:- This is Good Arcade Action game, with some strategy added too. An easy to pick-up and play game.
Rating:- 8.5/10. A great game ruined by horrid optimization and a terrible camera. The disk version doesen't seem to suffer
from the same problem. Multiplayer scene is dead and half the time you can't even connect to the internet. Aside from the
terrible optimization the singleplayer story and missions are quite fun and discovering all the easter eggs was a blast.. Only
played for a short time, but so far so good. Graphics, music, SFX all very nostalgic and true to the genre.. Okay, firstly, I do
hope the developer takes the time to read these reviews. He\/she has some real potential with this game, but it still requires some
work.

As it stands right now, I cannot recommend this game. The mechanics need a good polishing to really be usable. Seriously..
Adding scroll funtionality to drag the objects in your hand even slightly forward\/backward would make the controls so much
more friendly. The game could so benefit from SOME sort of context... It feels like you are playing Portal with GLADoS
muted. The map quality is GOOD, but ultimately bland. And the lighting is so overly saturated that it feels like you are playing a
J.J. Abraams movie. And the fact that the desktop icon for the game is still the default Unreal logo... I just feel like the dev
should have put more time into it before cashing out.

Overall... As the game stands I would give it a 4\/10. If the game were to get a little more love and learn how to captivate its
players, it has the potential to be something fun and unique.. Actually the best game I have ever bought for under 1 euro and is
pretty okay and entertaining aswell. :)
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